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Nature moves in mysterious ways. No poet ever born has been able to capture the essence, the
beauty and least of all the way in which it directs the course of everything that it embraces. And
when the lovers of nature and everything that it stands for were not able to capture it and then
explain it to the rest of the world through their words or other means, how could the people involved
in as opposite a concept as wealth creation could have done it. Wealth creation is a concept that
completely revolves around making money and then managing it judiciously. And not in the wildest
of the dreams of these people could they have imagined that nature can and does play a very vital
or to be precise it plays the most pivotal role in the art of wealth creation. But one man involved in
the art of wealth creation unearthed the real relationship between the nature and the art of making
money. And the name of that person was Roger Hamilton.

But it was not like a lightening from the clouds that the idea struck him that there is a direct or rather
an umbilical relationship between the nature that surrounds us and the art of wealth creation. Roger
had to work really hard to arrive at the conclusion. Immediately after completing his education from
the worldâ€™s finest and the most renowned university that taught him everything that could have been
taught to a student regarding the art of wealth creation, he started his career as a social
entrepreneur. For approximately ten years he remained loyal to the scholarly education that he
received from his alma mater and in return suffered one failure after another, and not to forget the
loss of $ 130 million. But such is the character of Roger Hamilton that he called it as one of the best
education that anybody could have received in his lifetime. And as far as the financial loss is
concerned he called the only cost that he ever paid for the real education.  

The next step that he took was that of breaking away from the existing system governing the current
financial system and started his own journey to discover the real ways and means of earning wealth.
And it was then that he discovered the unbreakable bond between the nature and the art of wealth
creation. And the real relation that Roger Hamilton formulated in his theories is that before
beginning his search for the creation of wealth the individual must first try to uncover the real human
being inside of him which in other terms means that the individual must find his natural flow and on
the basis of that he must select his future course of action.
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